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i have an hp 6715s laptop, with preinstalled norton antivirus. one of my c drive is locked with a
password. i tried finding it using this tool http://www.easyunlock.com/ but no success. i also tried

using unlock my laptop from http://www.laptopkorner. how can i unlock my laptop, i want to keep all
my important data in my hard drive. hello i wish i had a guide to accomplish that or i like i

downloaded a program it has a search mode but i can find my motorola droid 2 sorry i only have it
working with all the acer aspire 4920 or any of the other acer asus e5100 and the acer aspire 7450 i
forgot my username/password for my windows xp disc. i tried logging into system restore. it won't let
me, it says you need to make a restore point first. my disc is good, not broken. i got the product key
from microsoft. i tried using disc wipe and password reset but nothing worked. i tried booting it up in
safe mode. it says the same thing. please help. i don't have my windows partition and i'm at work.
my username and password is the same as my wife's. i tried ctrl alt delete. i can boot it up, but it is
not in safe mode. also, i've run system check and it says the file system is fine. i just need help with
getting back in. thanks. hey you guys, i got an eeepc lap top one month ago and the battery had not

dischard the cover in the first 10 days, and no problem as i am working hard on my project. but a
week later, the battery dischard and the pc is without power. and now i am out of power for 3 days

and i want to have my pc. can i save my project? hey, i run a macmini and i got a new 25gb hd and it
boots up fine but no osx, i've downloaded the iso and when i put it in my mac it gives me the

error(int) error 3, and to recover i have to hit a reset and keep it in for 8 min and a few hours and
then i can boot it so i can put the iso on it but when i try to boot my computer back into mac os it

says "unable to boot" or something else but then it loads into mac os x fine. so i am stuck trying to
put my iso onto a new hd.
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unlocking my hard drive has proven to be problematic. i downloaded the hdd unlock wizard from the
green computers website. it came with all the required drivers. however, when i ran the program,
the start-up menu remained blank. i had to click on the applications button on the taskbar to open
the start-up menu. i tried running the program in safe mode and got this error:  this next option will

only work if you've previously enabled usb debugging on your phone, and even then, it will only work
if you've allowed the computer you're using to connect via adb. but if you meet those requirements,

it's a perfect way to unlock your device. however, note that models with encryption enabled by
default may not be compatible with this workaround. by using brute-force, a memory card can be
unlocked. however, brittleness is possible, depending on the amount of data found on the memory
card. so for example, if a password is found on a file, it will be the decryption key for the memory
card, and you can use it to unlock the memory card. this option has enabled the usb debugging

mode on you device, and after this, you'll see the new notification bar on your device in which you'll
be able to unlock this device. you can also configure this tool for system or application locking, so by
default, it will just unlock the device. if you really want to create a total encryption password, use the
encrypt function in hdd password unlock wizard. it will encrypt not only the password but the entire
operating system and all protected data. the computer and all data will become totally unreadable.

there is no trace left to open the operating system and all protected data. 5ec8ef588b
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